South African Revenue Service

South African Traveller Online Declaration System

Date

SARS Strategic Intent
Our commitment to Government & the citizens of SA
SARS exists to serve the HIGHER PURPOSE of Enabling Government to build a democratic state that fosters sustainable
economic growth and social development in the interest and wellbeing of all South Africans . To support our strategic direction, our
Strategic Intent is to develop and administer a Tax and Customs system of voluntary compliance, and where appropriate, enforce
responsibly and decisively.
•

Strategic Objective 1- Provide Clarity and Certainty for Taxpayers and Traders for their obligations

•

Strategic Objectives 2 - Make it Easy and Simple for Taxpayers and traders to comply with their obligations

•

Strategic Objective 3 – Detect Taxpayers and Traders who do not comply and make noncompliance hard and Costly

•

Strategic objective 4 - Work with and through stakeholders to improve the tax ecosystems
Revenue Collection
•
Assurance on
the right revenue
Trade Facilitation
•
Reduce time and
cost
•
Positive traveler
experience
•
Benefits of
compliance

CUSTOMS THREE OVERACHING MANDATE

Compliance
•
•
•
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Support voluntary
compliance
Rewards Compliance
Prioritize removal of
blatant and criminal
noncompliance – don’t
just penalize

Project Overview
The South African Traveller Management System (SATMS) is a web-based application that will enable
travellers entering and leaving the country to pre declare goods purchased, received or otherwise
acquired and pay applicable taxes.
Through this approach,
•

The system will make it easy and simple for travellers to comply with heir legal obligation.

•

Customs from whole of government approach strengthen controls to detect and deter illicit activities
including Financial Action Task Force, Mutual Evaluation Report findings on illicit financial flows.

•

Create seamless process at ports of entry through application of risk management and
implementation of trusted traveller programmes.

•

Create Awareness and provide clarity to build a culture of voluntary compliance.

The system will be an improvement to the current manual process with undesirable impact to cost of
doing business and security of travellers data. Furthermore support the socio economic activities
including the tourism sector that according to Department of Tourism 2020 survey, contributed over
revenue R 273.2m injection, 740 000 direct jobs and over 1.5 million job across the economy.
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Vision

To Implement a Smart Modern and Risk Based Traveller
Management System that promotes South African socioeconomic growth and create seamless process to
facilitate legitimate trade at ports of entry
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Environmental Analysis- What do we understand about our environment
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What Does The New Process Suggest?
• The South African Traveller Management system will be implemented
on voluntary basis, at King Shaka International Airport on the 29th
Provide
Clarity for
Taxpayers
and
Traders to
comply with
their
Obligations

Make it Easy for
Taxpay ers and
Traders to
comply with their
Obligations

November 2022.
• Travellers will still be allowed in South Africa without electronic online
declaration.

Detect
Taxpay ers who
do not Comply
and make NonCompliance
Hard and Costly

• Electronic Online declaration will be available for completion Pre-

Arrival or Pre –Departure on voluntary basis.
• The Electronic online declaration will serve as declaration, meaning no

other declaration form to be completed on arrival or departure at the
airport.

SARS Strategic
Objectives

• Manual declaration form (TC-01) will be made available at the port of
entry for traveller who opt for that option.

• SARS to make available Customs Officers available at KSIA to assist
travellers who where unable to complete online declaration PreArrival or Pre -Departure.
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What Does The New Process Suggest?

Provide Clarity
for Taxpayers
and Traders to
comply with
their
Obligations

Make it Easy for
Taxpayers and
Traders to
comply w ith their
Obligations

• Public- Private stakeholder engagement prior implementation.

Furthermore, feedback sessions post implementation.
• SARS to adopt a Trusted Trader and Trader philosophy to
Detect
Taxpayers w ho
do not Comply
and make NonCompliance
Hard and Costly

encourage voluntary compliance.
• Application of Risk Management to facilitate legitimate trade and
strengthen detection capability.
• Whole of government approach to ensure coordinated cross
border enforcement activities.

SARS Strategic Objectives
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The Envisaged Benefits
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What Is Required To Submit The Online Declaration

• Passport details
• Travel details

Travellers
will need the
following for
declaration
on the online
system:

• Contact details

• Travel companion’s passport numbers
• Entity/Business details when travelling on a
business trip
• Goods including currency when, entering or
leaving the country
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Online Declaration Form
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Online Declaration Form
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Online Declaration Form
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Online Declaration Form
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Online Declaration Form
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Online Declaration Form
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Declaration Confirmation Email
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SARS Video Demonstration- Online Declaration

Link
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Change Management and Communication Strategy
Home » Traveller Declaration

Traveller Declaration
• Dedicated Webpage Development and can be accesses
as follows:
1. The intended URL will be
www.sars.gov.za/travellerdeclaration
2.

Queries and Escalation
TravellerEscalations@sars.gov.za

How the South African Traveller Declaration System works

3.

Change Management and staff training part of the

The new online Traveller Declaration System will be introduced at all South African international airports, commencing with King Shaka International Airport from
the end of November 2022. Other international airports will follow in the first quarter of 2023. The system may be used on a voluntary basis as we are perfecting
it. The results of the pilot project will be used as we roll out the system in line with Customs legislation.

process.

4.

Frequently Asked Questions – FAQ

The new system allows travellers, including South African citizens and residents, leaving or entering South Africa by air to complete and submit an online traveller
declaration and receive electronic confirmation thereof before they travel. Travellers who are travelling with children or infants will also need to complete a
declaration for them.
What to do once you’ve completed your declaration
Once you have completed the South African Traveller Declaration, a confirmation of your declaration will be emailed to you. It will contain instructions of what
you need to do at the airport.
Remember to print it out or save it on your mobile device so that you may easily access it when needed. The same will need to be done for anyone you are
travelling with, including children and infants.
Travellers are encouraged to use the new declaration system, which can be accessed via any device that has an internet connection.

Complete your declaration (Link to SARS Online Query Declaration System)

What you will need?

What you will need
Keep the following handy when you fill in the declaration form:
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Provide Clarity- Assurance

Online declaration System

Service
• Designated areas to assist travellers

•

https://www.sars.gov.z a/trav ell er-declar ati on

w ith both online and manual declaration
• SARS query and escalation email
address w ith dedicated resources to
assist . TravellerEscalations@sars.gov.za

No system application or registration required, access on

utilising any

internet application.
•

Wi- Fi available at port of entry for easy access.

•

SARS through your passport can assist to retrieve your
declaration if unavailable on arrival

•

SARS Data security governance process aligned with
International standards and Cyber Security.

• .

Implementation plan
• The system to be progressively
implemented to all ports of entry by 2024.
• Public and Private stakeholder
engagements to ensue as part of
implementation Road map.

Process
• The online system does not impact on VAT
Refund claims and prescribed duty-free
allow ance.
• The Diplomat and Diplomatic representative

to continue to be processed under
Rebate 406 .

Conclusion

• As part of this journey, SARS acknowledges that the success of this initiative
can be achieved working with and through stakeholders.

• Platform to be created for feedback as part of continuous improvement
(Learning, Experience and Opportunities).
• Broader communication strategy including through SARS website to be
expedited for traveller education and awareness.
• This includes FAQ.
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Go Digital
Remember our Digital Channels
▪ We’ve made it easier for you
Go Digital!
• Register for eFiling
Contact us:
• TravellerEscalations@sars.gov.za
▪ Visit us on our Social Media platforms
• LinkedIn
Facebook
Twitter
▪ For more information, please visit:
❑ SARS website: www.sars.gov.za
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